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Proton generated uniform in 0.05 < p (GeV/c) < 2.0, -1 < cosq < 1, along all target length

Checked which was detected reached the most inner TPC gas layer.

NB: ‘‘detection probability’’ is probability for a particle to deposit any amount of energy in the 
most inner 5mm of the TPC gas volume

Proton detection threshold 
and detection probability

mTPC inner wall: now 12 mm kapton (instead of 2 mm)

Updated mTPC geometry for most obvious fixes:

Target wall: 20 mm kapton (variable)
Target: D

2
 gas, 6.4 10-4 g.cm-3

mTPC gas: now 4He 90 % CH
4
 10 %, 0.1 atm, 90K everywhere

(instead of ‘‘G4SBS GEM gas mix’’, 1 atm for most inner 5 mm which were 
sensitized, and 4He 0.1 atm room temp for the rest)

Between target and mTPC: 4He gas, 0.1 atm

Proton 
p

q
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mTPC detection threshold and ‘‘efficiency’’ 
at low momentum with fixed geometry

Proton threshold: 64 MeV/c
(with 20 um kapton target wall, TPC inner wall 12 um kapton 
and Target gas: D

2
, 6.4 10-4 g.cm-3)

64 MeV/c
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How does mTPC detection threshold evolve 
as a function of target wall thickness ? 

p
thr

 ≤62 MeV/c
p

thr
 ≤64 MeV/c

p
thr

 ≤68 MeV/c
p

thr
 ≤70 MeV/c

p
thr

 ≤72 MeV/c

Depending on what kapton thickness is necessary to hold 4 atm in the target, 
the proton threshold could range from ≤62 MeV/c to as high as 72 MeV/c
(NB : still with 0.1 atm gas between target and mTPC).
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What is the mTPC detection probability at higher momentum ?

The detection efficiency decreases at higher momentum, but not by so much
=> No energy deposit threshold considered yet, which could improve the situation.
On the other hand, only the 5 first millimeters ar sensitive yet, which means over 
the whole detector the higher momentum will give more signal.
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Next steps

 * Look at the threshold with 1 atm gas between target and mTPC and in the 
target chamber (to simulate the room temperature situation);

 * account for energy deposit threshold.

 * improve further the mTPC implementation;
 - allow to understand better how higher momentum will deposit their energy 
in the detector (and check if there is a energy deposit pattern we can use to 
identify those and rule them out).
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MTPC detection threshold as a 
function of target wall thickness 

p
thr

 ≤62 MeV/c
p

thr
 ≤64 MeV/c

p
thr

 ≤68 MeV/c
p

thr
 ≤70 MeV/c

pthr ≤72 MeV/c

Tgt wall 10 um, threshold 60 MeV/c (T=2 MeV) Range in kapton at T=2 MeV => 60 um. 
Total kapton thickness 22 um  => D2+He ≡ 38 um kapton.
Tgt wall 50 um => total kapton thickness 62 um + 38 um equiv (D2+He) = 100 um kapton => range in kapton at T = 2.75 MeV = 72 MeV/c

1.42 g/cm3

Results from G4SBS agree with back of envelope estimation 
with proton range table in kapton.
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